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SQL-Praktikum - 5 (until 29.01.2009) 

 

TASKS 
This week, we will do some Java programming. For that, it is recommended that you use a 

Java IDE (e.g Eclipse or Netbeans). However, you are free to use any tools for programming 

you prefer. Besides an IDE, you obviously will need a Java SDK (use version 6 or newer). 

After you got your IDE up and running, you should get the DB2 JDBC L4 driver from our 

website.  

During the course of the exercise, you are to write a little java program. Please send the 

.java files of your program via email to your HiWi. Please take care that your HiWi must be 

able to inspect your program somehow – so package everything which is needed to com-

pile and run it. If something special has to be done to compile/run it, please document 

these issues. Also, please comment sections of your program code (using java comment) 

so that it is easy to understand by others (e.g. your HiWi). 

It is part of this exercise to look up the commands and methods needed if they were not 

sufficiently explained in the lecture. Easiest way for this is probably referring the Java API 

documentation which can be found online. 

Exercise 1 
a) Write a java method establishing a connection to the DB2 database (running at 

is54.idb.cs.tu-bs.de, port 50000, database SQLKURS).  Use your own username and 

password to log in. The connection object is to be returned by the method. 

Signature should be like this:   

public Connection getConnection() throws SQLException 
b) Write another method which reads and prints some metadata of the database.     

Following information should be printed (try to format it so that it can be read with-

out getting an headache): 

 Database product name and major and minor version 

 Number of available schemas and a list of all schema names 

 For the schema matching the current user name, a list of all available tables 

and for each table, a list of columns and their data type.  

Also, if the table has any indexes, they should be listed with their name and 

the column they are indexing. 

http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/packages/eclipse-ide-java-developers/ganymedesr1
http://www.netbeans.org/
https://cds.sun.com/is-bin/INTERSHOP.enfinity/WFS/CDS-CDS_Developer-Site/en_US/-/USD/ViewProductDetail-Start?ProductRef=jdk-6u11-oth-JPR@CDS-CDS_Developer
http://www.ifis.cs.tu-bs.de/sites/default/lecturesMats/ws0809_sqlp/db2jcc4.jar
http://www.ifis.cs.tu-bs.de/sites/default/lecturesMats/ws0809_sqlp/db2jcc4.jar
http://www.ifis.cs.tu-bs.de/sites/default/lecturesMats/ws0809_sqlp/db2jcc4.jar
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Signature should be like this:   

public void printMetaData(Connection conn ) throws SQLException 

c) Create a new program (which, of course, may use the connect method of a)). After 

being started, the program should request the entry of a year of the user. Then, the 

number of movies which were released in that year and the average number of ac-

tors and the average number of actresses (read: two averages, one for each gender) 

of those movies is returned. The program then asks for a new year and repeats until 

the user wants to quit.  

Use the IMDB schema. Keep it simple. Plain console input/output is enough. 

d) Create another new program. When being executed, the program should request 

two numbers of the user (numOfCols: between 1 and 14, numOfRows: between 1 

and 50000). 

After that, the program should create a new table called “numbers” having as many 

columns as the user entered before (between 1 and 14. Those columns should be 

named col_1 to col_14.).  The first half of columns should be of type integer, the 

second of type double (e.g.: 7 columns -> col_1 to col_4 are int, col_5 to col_7 are 

double). 

Then, the program inserts as many randomly generated rows as the user has entered 

before (1 to 50000). Each random number should be between 1 and 100 respecting 

the data type of the current column. 

After that, the program computes and returns the average value of each column and 

deletes the table. 

Write 3 versions of this program: One version using simple insert statements, one 

using prepared insert statements, and the last one using an updateable ResultSet and 

its insert method. Run all three versions for 15 columns and 50000 rows and meas-

ure the time needed for execution. 

Also, run the first two versions of the program with transactions enabled (i.e. all in-

sert statements are considered being one huge transaction) and without transactions 

(just execute each insert immediately).  

All in all you should have 5 time measurements: simple insert with transaction, simple 

insert without transaction, prepared insert with transaction, prepared insert without 

transaction, inserts using ResultSet. Attach those measurements also to your email.   

Hint: Reading a (integer) number from the console in Java can easily be performed with this 

code fragment: 

Scanner sc = new Scanner(System.in); 

int i = sc.nextInt(); 


